
Year 4 Home 
Learning!
Join us on a new 
adventure – learning at 
home!

Monday



What are we doing today?
Every day you will have lessons, just like you did in school!

Handwriting
Times Tables Activity
Reading
Maths
Grammar activity
Writing task
Inquiry
Don’t miss the ‘just for fun’ free-
time activity ideas at the end!

• Please complete your work into an 
exercise book or on paper. There is no 
need to print lots of sheets out, just copy 
questions onto paper if needed.

Parents/carers:
• If you have any questions about the work 

I have set, please contact our schools 
email address: air.balloon.hill.p@bristol-
schools.uk and I will try to get back to you 
as soon as possible.
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TIMES TABLES

DON’T MISS THE EPIC ROCK BATTLE 
HAPPENING TODAY AT 14:30!

4

Everyday at 10:00am

- Arena competition against your classmates.

Phoenix vs Pegasus
Aquila vs Orion

Please spend at least 20 minutes a day on Times Tables 
Rock Stars. This could be games, Garage and Studio times 
– whatever helps you learn!

We want to really brush up on our amazing times tables skills so we can be 
the best in Year 4!

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student

https://play.ttrockstars.com/auth/school/student
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Please make sure you are reading a book of your 
choice for 30 minutes every day.

You have a few questions to answer about your book once you have finished your reading. 
Please answer these questions in full sentences.

What are the main events from the pages you have read today?
The main events from the pages I read today were…

What do you remember the most from the pages you have read today? Why?
The thing that I remember most from the pages I have read today is… This is because…

Which words from the pages you have read today helped you paint a clear picture in your 
mind?
The words that were helpful in painting a clear picture in my mind were…
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ADD A FOOTER

Maths activity 

In focus question

I need to work out the answer to this question:

4566 + 2793 =

Should I do it mentally or is there a written method that would 
make this easier?



ADD A FOOTER

Maths activity 

Oh yes! The column method!

Remember, line up your numbers carefully.
Always start from the ones column!

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/z3kmrwx

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/zc78srd

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/z3kmrwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy2mn39/articles/zc78srd


ADD A FOOTER

Maths activity - Addition
Today, you are going to be revising column addition and subtraction. You are great at this!
Copy out the questions into your book or on paper.



ADD A FOOTER

Maths activity - Subtraction
Today, you are going to be revising column addition and subtraction. You are great at this!
Copy out the questions into your book or on paper.



ADD A FOOTER

Maths activity – Deepening
Once you have finished, try these questions to deepen your learning further.



It’s so important to keep moving!
Exercise is very important to help us 
to stay healthy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbFqQarDM50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbFqQarDM50


ADD A FOOTER

SPAG (Spelling and Grammar)

Copy out this passage. Read the passage out loud so you can hear 
the fronted adverbial and then add a comma after the fronted 
adverbial.
Can you add the next sentence to the passage with an appropriate 
fronted adverbial?



ADD A FOOTER

Writing Activity

In class, we have been learning about Portal stories through ‘Elf Road.’ See if 
you can tell an adult the story of Elf Road! Imagine the text map!
Today, you are going to begin to think about your own Portal story.

You will:
Monday – Create your character and character description
Tuesday – Create your portal and describe it
Wednesday – Plan the events of your story
Thursday – Start writing
Friday – Finishing writing



ADD A FOOTER

Writing Activity

Creating your character:
Think about these points –
Name
Age
Personality type
Appearance

Draw your character and label using the above points.

Name: The Gruffalo

Personality:
- Quite grumpy
- Loves eating



ADD A FOOTER

Writing Activity

You are now going to write a character description 
about your character. Remember, we have done loads of 
these!

Toolkit
•Write in the present tense
•Use lots of adjectives to describe
•Use sub-headings to make it clear
•Use fronted adverbials

Here is an example:



ADD A FOOTER

Inquiry – Wider Curriculum
We have been learning about electricity in 
Science.
Find and draw mains and battery powered 
electrical items around your house.
Make sure you label each item.

Remember, mains is when it is plugged in to the 
wall, battery powered objects are normally easier 
to move around.

PLEASE REMEMBER DO NOT TOUCH ANY ELECTRICAL ITEMS THAT COULD BE DANGEROUS. DO 
NOT TOUCH WIRES OR PLUG SOCKETS.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnnpLaKsqGU

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zg84d2p

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VnnpLaKsqGU
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zg84d2p


5 
Activity 
Ideas

Draw a maze that 
is difficult for an 
adult!

Use an empty  
cardboard box to       
make a house, car         
or plane

Turn               
your blanket 
into a tent

How long can you 
stand on one leg 

with your eyes 
closed? 

Body Challenge: 

Brain challenge:

Write a letter to 
someone 

important

Make a difference

Get Creative!


